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Translating social integration/inclusion policies into 
practice: Social participation in the implementation 
and social control of public policies - Brazil



A picture of Society

Inequality of Income                       
Fall happened between January,
2009 and June, 2009. The Gini

Coefficient falls by 0.493, lowest
level since the beginning of the

historical series in 2002.



• Consolidation of mechanisms for democratic control of public 
policies. 

• New channels of social participation foster a relationship of co-
responsibility between the state and society. 

• The purpose is to advance the democratization of the state, 
paving the way for a conscious social participation and 
mobilized.

• Social participation in the implementation and social control of
public policies is essential in order to guarantee greater 
effectiveness of the results of such policies.

Participation and Social Mobilization



• The involvement of segments of civil society 
organizations as proponents of actions and public 
policies that require state and the economic, social, 
cultural .

• Civil society has an important role regarding to social 
control of social policies. This role should be 
recognized, enhanced and facilitated by 
governments, either through the councils, 
conferences, public foruns of the institutions or other 
forms

Participation and Social Mobilization



• Participation is one of the articulate public 
policy in Brazil and counsels are fundamental 
to the resolution of social actors and to 
establish mechanisms for formulating, 
monitoring and to control the public policies.

• Participation of traditionally marginalized and 
disadvantaged groups/individuals of society

Counsels



• Conference is a wide-ranging discussion in which the 
government and society through its various 
representations catch in an organized, public and 
transparent dialogue. 

• They are part of a model of public management that 
allows the construction of the negotiation, consensus 
building, sharing power and co-responsibility between 
the state and civil society. 

Conferences



Zero Hunger is a public policy that aims at 
eradicating hunger and social exclusion. It is a policy 
because it expresses the Federal Government’s 
decision to consider hunger a central national issue, 
rather than an individual fatality. It is public because 
apart from the State it involves society as a whole. 

Zero Hunger



• There are a number of possibilities to carry out 
assessments of social policies. One of the most 
popular methods is to use the criteria of efficiency, 
effectiveness and effectiveness.

• The evaluation of social policies in the perspective of 
human rights.

Analyze and assess the impact of 
inclusive policies



• The methodological guide below is a concrete proposal for the 
exercise to develop tools for administrative accountability within 
the public programs SAN.

• Incorporate, effectively, the principles of human rights 
throughout the process of a public program, from its planning to
its implementation and monitoring is a valuable contribution to 
the necessary paradigm shift to the social public policies in 
general and in SAN particular.

Evaluation of social policies in 
the perspective of human rights



• A State has an obligation to protect, promote or 
provide the HR and also create mechanisms for 
individuals and groups may require the conduct of 
their rights. This is called the due date. The 
enforceability mechanisms that enable individuals 
and families, whose rights are being violated, may 
appeal to the government and justice in order to be 
guaranteed of their rights.

Evaluation of social policies in 
the perspective of human rights



• The analysis and review of programs and policies from the 
perspective of human rights has against a necessary change of 
culture "do public policy" where state action is the fulfillment of 
its obligation and not worthy of any action group or person.

• The analysis of a program from the perspective of human rights 
also includes the classic indicators of performance (effective 
execution of the resources provided and scope of the planned 
physical targets) to assess the impact of action for the 
promotion, security and human rights.

Evaluation of social policies in the 
perspective of human rights



• The analysis of public policies and programs by the Standing 
Committee of the DHAA CONSEA aims to propose to the public 
managers the definition of protocols, procedures and routines 
for each of the programs and public policies, in order to ensure
the empowerment rightsholders , as well as the implementation 
of instruments available to appeal to the duties provided. It also 
has the objective of ensuring that patients must know their 
duties, obligations and that corrective measures and actions to 
be swiftly implemented when any default or breach occurs.

Evaluation of social policies in the 
perspective of human rights



• Finally, under the human rights perspective, the Brazilian social 
programs should be designed, formulated and planed in a universal 
and unrestricted, in which personhood is the sole requirement for the 
calibration of a right.

• In addition, it should take into account the mobilization of other social 
agents, who works in promoting human rights .in order to enhance the 
dignity and to ensure the satisfaction of basic needs, demanding
compliance with the duty of the state in their spheres, federal, state and 
municipal levels, and sharing responsibility with the family and society 
in general, monitoring and social control of actions, without forgetting to 
engage the subject in a vulnerable situation, for leaving the status of 
beneficiaries and of programs beneficiaries complementary and 
assume the status of legal subjects and conscious of his citizenship .

Evaluation of social policies in the 
perspective of human rights


